In order to formalize the correctness of real-time systems, strong timed bisimulation in TCCS has been proposed to characterize the relation between implementation and specification. The usual action and time delay must be the same in strong timed bisimulation. However, in some real situations, many real-timed systems can not satisfy the exact match. In this paper, in order to characterize the approximate usual action and time delay, the strong timed bisimulation in TCCS is generalized to numerical version. Firstly, the definition of global timed bisimulation index of a binary relation is established to describe the relation between implementation and specification.
Introduction
The real-time system exists in the ordiray life. How to gurantee the correctness of the system is an important research area. For a real-time system, the difference from a classical system is that some critical time requirements must be satisfied in the implementation. For example, in the aircraft and spacecraft flight controls systems, there exists a number of real-time programs. In these real-time programs, many time requirements should be satisfied. Similar to the classical software system, some formal models have been proposed to abstract the real-time system. For example, timed automata [9, 10] , timed CCS(Communication and Concurrency System, abbreviated TCCS) [18] , real-time CSP(Communicating Sequential Processes) [3] and timed extension of LOTOS and so on. In these extensions of process calculi, one way is to describe the time directly with actions, e.g. [6, 8] , and another way is to use a special action to characterize the passage of time, e.g. [12, 22, 24] . And just like the classical processes calculus, strong and weak timed bisimulation equivalences are presented to formalize the relation between implementation and its specification. If two processes are strong timed bisimulation, then they should perform the same actions and have same time requirement for the same action. These bisimulation relations provide some formal methods to verify the correctness of a real-time system. If a certain behavior equivalence can be established to describe the relation between specification and implementation for a real-time system, then the system will be treated as correctness.
However, in real situations, such as mobile phones or network applications, when softwares are running on the physical equipment, the hardware of the system and external environment may lead to the prerequisites of software that can not be holden. For example, a video software may not meet the time requirement, but it can be played at some extent. There are many theories to extend the bisimulation in processes calculus to quantify the degree that implementation approximates specification. In [17] , a parameter is used in the timed automata semantics to express the implementation approximates its specification. In [19] , the author extended the traces semantics of timed automaton to quantitative case. A metric is put on the set of traces. A trace is robustly accepted if and only if a tube around that trace is classically accepted. In [20] , the authors proposed several metrics that may be used to measure the timing performance of a design. These metrics were analyzed using workloads from both real-world task systems and randomly generated task systems. In [7] , the authors modeled and analyzed stochastic hybrid systems under quantitative aspects. In [2] , based on the probabilistic of the literature [7] , the authors added a probabilistic for non probabilistic timed systems in order to establish linear-time properties assuming fairness on actions and delays. In [13] , based on the model of partially-observable and non-deterministic timed automata, a new framework of black-box conformance testing for a real-time system was proposed. In [1] , the distance function on the set of actions is established by the amount of time to which event structures do 'agree'. A generalization to equivalence classes of timed event structures was proposed. In [11] , based on Bertoni's studies, the authors expanded a statistical framework for the synthesis of succinct quantum finite automata, and discussed its adaptation to the case of multiperiodic events and languages. In [4] , the authors used formalization method to establish a model for the specification of PALS. In 2001, based on the metric on the time field, Ying [14] extended the classical strong timed bisimulation of realtime system to the numberable version and defined strong timed bisimulation indexes. According to the strong time bisimulation indexes, the degree to which a binary relation on timed proccess is strong timed bisimulation is computed. Noticing that, in this bisimulation index, the common observable action must be exactly matched by itself, but the action that represents time delay may be performed by other approximate time delay.
For a real-time system, strong timed bisimulation is often chosen to evaluate the correctness of the system. The conditions owning the same common actions and time delay are sometimes unpractical. In some situations, we often meet two processes that can not own the same common action and time delay. However, these processes are more or less strong timed bisimulation. That means when a process can run a usual observable action, then another process may execute one action that is highly similar to this observable action that the previous object executed. On the other hand, when the process has a time delay, then another process can own an approximate time delay. In this paper, the author will try to build mathematical tools to describe this kind of approximate bisimulation. Since our aim is to get approximate strong timed bisimulation from the common action and time delay, we call our approximate bisimulation global in order to distinguish from Ying's timed  -bisimulation.
As opposed to the literature [15, 21] , there are two kinds of metric in our studies. In order to measure the similarity between usual actions, we put a metric on the set of  . On the other hand, since the time domain is ) [0, =  Θ , in order to characterize the approximate time delay, the metric on the time field is built on the natural number metric. The global timed bisimulation index can be obtained from two cases. One case is to establish the approximate degree that two processes can perform the similar action. Another case is to obtain the approximate degree that they perform similar time delay. Furthermore, the global timed  -bisimulation is defined. In order to describe the modular and hierarchic development methods in designing softwares, the substitutivity laws of global timed  -bisimulation is stated. This paper is organized as follows: the syntax and semantics of TCCS are reviewed in Section 2. The global timed bisimulation index is established in Section 3. And, in this section, some important algebraical properties of the global timed bisimulation index are researched. The substitutivity laws of global timed  -bisimulation under various combinators is proven in Section 4. In Section 5, we present the conclusions and future work.
Preliminaries
In this section, the syntax and semantics of timed CCS are recalled. They are very similar to CCS's syntax and semantics. The detailing information about TCCS can be found in the literature of Ying [14] .
Generally, we suppose that the time domain is the set of nonnegative reals, written as 
for any Θ  t , then f is an extension mapping from t Act to itself. Let  be the set of variables, K be the set of constants. If an agent can be described by the following syntax in Definition 1, then the agent is called time process expression. The set of all process expressions is written as t  . The elements of t  is ranged over by
The set of all process expressions without process variables are called processes. We use t P to denote the set of all processes, the elements of
we assume that there is a defining
.
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From the definition of syntax of TCCS, we notice that the only difference between the syntaxes of CCS and TCCS is The semantics of TCCS is also given based on structural operational semantics that is proposed by G.D.Plotkin [5] . The detailing definition can refer to the literature [15] .
Definition 2 (Semantics of TCCS)[15] Suppose
The transition rules are defined as follows:
In the subsequent sections, we mainly focus on the restriction ( ,
In [23] , the author define the notion of bisimulation on the timed CCS in the standard way [18] , called strong timed bisimulation. According to the definition of strong timed bisimulation, a usual action must be matched by the same action and a time delay must be exactly same delay interval. 
; When S is symmetrical relation, then S is called a strong timed bisimulation. The largest strong timed bisimulation is called strong timed equivalence, denoted ~.
But, in the real situations, when we choose strong time bisimulation to check the correctness of system, an exact match of time delay is very strict. In some real-time system, it is usual to meet the time delay but not satisfy the requirement. Ying presented bisimulation indexes to deal with the difference of time constraints between implementation and specification for a real-time system, which allows the approximate time delay. In order to obtain the bisimulation indexes, a natural metric on t Act was builded in [15] . For any
Furthermore, based on bisimulation indexes,  -strong bisimulation was proposed, the definition is shown as follows.
Definition 4 (
 -strong bisimulation) [14] Given a binary relation S on processes set, if S satisfies the following conditions, then S is denoted as a  -strong bisimulation in TCCS. The conditions are that for
In Definition 4, it is easy to notice that the usual action should be matched by itself, and only the time delay may be performed by the approximate time delay. However, in the real situations, there exists some approximate implementations which can execute the similar action and approximate time delay. Therefore, in the next section, we will try to establish the approximate strong timed bisimulation from similar action and different time delay.
The global approximate bisimulation
For the approximate version of strong timed bisimulation, Ying has proposed  -strong bisimulation, where the time delay can be simulated by the approximate time delay. However, in some real-time system, such as video-played system, there exists the usual action is simulated by the similar action. Therefore, we will establish the mathematical tools to describe this kind of approximation. In this section, we generalize strong timed bisimulation to the global timed bisimulation index from approximate action and different time delay. The global timed bisimulation states the approximate degree that a binary relation becomes a strong timed bisimulation. Some algebraic properties of strong timed bisimulation are also extended to the global timed bisimulation index. Next, the definition of metric space will be reviewed. = y x (2) ); ,
Suppose  be a metric on  . As expected, we define a function  from
) ,
According to the definition of metric, it is easy to know  is a metric on } {   . For simplicity, we always denote  for  . Then the numerical generalization of Definition 3 will be defined. 
, then we define:
( , ) = sup{ ( , ; ) :
Then, R b is denoted as the global timed bisimulation index of R . (1) If R is strong timed bisimulation in TCCS, then
. sup
According to Definition 6, it is easy to get the proofs of (1) and (2) . 
Thus,
(4) similar to (3) .
From this definition, we can see that the difference from the paper in Ying's paper is that the common action may be matched by the similar actions, and the time delay may be performed by the approximate time delay. (1) whenever R is a strong timed bisimulation, then R is a global timed 0 -bisimulation.
(2) whenever R is a  -strong bisimulation, then R is a global timed  -bisimulation.
(3) whenever R is a global timed  -bisimulation, if and only if so is 1  R .
(4) whenever R is a  -bisimulation in Definition4, then R is a global timed  -bisimulation.
From the definition of global timed  -bisimulation, it is natural to build the global timed  -bisimilarity . In the following, we will focus on some algebraic properties of global timed  -bisimulation. These properties can help the developer to formalize the course of design software.
Act Act    P be a timed labeled transition system. Then
(2) For any
 is a global timed  -bisimulation and it is reflexive and symmetric;
Act Act    P be a timed labeled transition system. Conversely, we define a binary relation on the set of time processes t P . It is that: 
The substitutivity laws of global timed  -bisimulation
In the real word situations, for the developer of complicated software, the modular and hierarchic method are often used to design the software. That means the software is developed by combining some modulars. Therefore, when we use formalize method to verify the correctness of software, it is necessary to guarantee the correctness of combination between modulars. And the combination between modulars is based on some constructions of software. These constructions can be described as some operators in TCCS. Therefore, the substitutivity laws under various operators should be proved in order to ensure the correctness of software. Since we focus on establishing the approximate correctness of real-time system, and global timed  -bisimulation can be used to quantify the correctness, the substitutivity laws of global timed  -bisimulation should be discussed in this section. First, we will introduce two definitions that are necessary for our conclusions. 
Now, for every combinators, the substitutivity laws of global timed  -bisimulation will be researched. 
; (0). (0). ; . . . .
, when the sum operator performs the observable actions. 
Noticing that, in the substitutivity laws of global timed  -bisimulation, the sum operator only holds congruence when the processes execute the observable action. It means that when the sum process performs the time delay, it is necessary that every element in sum should have the same time delay. According to the definition of global timed bisimulation, we do not find a suitable way to prove the sum process satisfies the substitutivity property in this case. At the same time, we do not obtain some suitable methods to prove the congruence of parallel operator. In the next work, we will try to modify our model and make the sum and parallel operator hold the substitutivity law.
Conclusions
In order to formalize the approximate correctness of real-time system, in this paper, we established the global timed bisimulation index by the metric on the usual action and the metric on the time field. The global timed  -bisimultaion is established to get the approximate metric between implementation and specification of a real-time system. Furthermore, the substitutivity law of global time  -bisimuaton is proved to guarantee the modular design and hierarchy development. In the future, one hand, we will try to modify our model and make it has more perfect properties. Another hand, we will design a suitable algorithm to realize the verification of the metric automatically.
